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Status

Arrange Hearing

 
Licensee

Sheahan, Mr. Timothy Oliver

Address: 362 Neasden Lane North
London
NW10 0BT

Email: timsheahangroup@gmail.com

Phone: 07816312605

 
Premises Details

Address Greene's Bar
362 - 364 Neasden Lane North
Neasden

Post Town London

Postcode NW10 0BT

Telephone number 020 8450 3739

Non-Domestic Rateable Value 17500.00

 
Operating Schedule

Desired Start Date 24/11/2005

Desired End Date

Number Expected

Activity Type Public House

 
Licensable Activities

Is a variation of the premises licence
while it is converted from the existing
licence(s) under section 34 or 37 of the
licensing act 2003 being applied for?

No

Supply of alcohol Yes

 
M. Supply of alcohol - Standard Times

mailto:timsheahangroup@gmail.com?subject=Premises+Licence+155412+222018515
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M. Supply of alcohol - Standard Times

Day Monday

Start Time 10:00

End Time 23:00

Day Tuesday

Start Time 10:00

End Time 23:00

Day Wednesday

Start Time 10:00

End Time 23:00

Day Thursday

Start Time 10:00

End Time 23:00

Day Friday

Start Time 10:00

End Time 23:00

Day Saturday

Start Time 10:00

End Time 23:00

Day Sunday

Start Time 12:00

End Time 22:30

 
M. Supply of alcohol - Further Details

On/Off Sales On the premises
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M. Supply of alcohol - Further Details

Seasonal Variations

Non-Standard Timings Good Friday 12:00hrs - 22:30hrs
Christmas Day 12:00hrs - 15:00hrs and 19:00hrs - 22:30hrs

 
Premises Supervisor

Name Timothy Oliver Sheahan

Address 362 Neasden Lane North
London

Postcode NW10 0BT

Phone

Email

Licence Number 1454765

Issuing Licensing Authority London Borough of Brent 

 
O. Hours premises are open to the public - Standard Times

No details entered

 
O. Hours premises are open to the public - Further Details

Seasonal Variations

Non-Standard Timings

 
Mandatory Conditions

Mandatory conditions (a) No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when no
designated premises supervisor has been specified in the
licence or at a time when the designated premises
supervisor does not hold a personal licence or his or her
licence has been suspended.
(b) Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must
be made or authorised by a person who holds a personal
licence.
(c) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate
holder shall ensure that an age verification policy applies to
the premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol.
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Mandatory Conditions

(d) The responsible person shall take all reasonable steps to
ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry out,
arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in
relation to the premises.
An irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the
following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried
on for the purpose of encouraging the sale or supply of
alcohol for consumption on the premises in a manner which
carries a significant risk of leading or contributing to crime
and disorder, prejudice to public safety, public nuisance, or
harm to children:-
(i)  games or other activities which require or encourage, or
are designed to require or encourage, individuals to:
¿	drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to
drink alcohol sold or supplied on the premises before the
cessation of the period in which the responsible person is
authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or
¿	drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time
limit or otherwise);
(ii)  provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol
free or for a fixed or discounted fee to the public or to a
group defined by a particular characteristic (other than any
promotion or discount available to an individual in respect of
alcohol for consumption at a table meal, as defined in
section 159 of the Act);
(iii)  provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing
as a prize to encourage or reward the purchase and
consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or less;
(iv)  provision of free or discounted alcohol in relation to the
viewing on the premises of a sporting event, where that
provision is dependent on¿
¿	the outcome of a race, competition or other event or
process, or
¿	the likelihood of anything occurring or not occurring;
(v)  selling or supplying alcohol in association with
promotional posters or flyers on, or in the vicinity of, the
premises which can reasonably be considered to condone,
encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to
the effects of drunkenness in any favourable manner.
(e) The responsible person shall ensure that no alcohol is
dispensed directly by one person into the mouth of another
(other than where that other person is unable to drink
without assistance by reason of a disability).
(f) The responsible person shall ensure that free tap water is
provided on request to customers where it is reasonably
available.
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Embedded Conditions

Embedded conditions (Late Night
Refreshment):

Embedded conditions (Off Sales):

Embedded conditions (On Sales): Alcohol On Sales
Alcohol shall only be sold during the hours specified below:
 
On weekdays, other than Christmas Day, Good Friday or
New Year's Eve, between 10:00 and 23:00 hours.
 
On Sundays, other than Christmas Day or New Year's Eve,
between 12:00 and 22:30 hours.
 
On Good Friday, between 12:00 and 22:30 hours.
 
On Christmas Day, from 12:00 to 15:00 and 19:00 to 22:30
hours.
 
When New Year's Eve is on a weekday, from 10:00 on New
Year's Eve until 23:00 hours on New Year's Day, except
when New Year's Day is on a Sunday, then the sale of
alcohol shall cease at 22:30.
 
When New Year's Eve is on a Sunday, from 12:00 on New
Year's Eve until 23:00 hours on New Year's Day
 

Embedded conditions (Hotel):

Embedded conditions (Restaurant):

Embedded conditions (Entertainment):

 
Other Conditions

Conditions consistent with the
operating schedule

Not applicable

Conditions attached after a hearing by
the licensing authority

Not applicable

Whether access to the premises by
children is restricted or prohibited

Not applicable

 
Case history

24/04/2015 Premises Licence - Premises Licence Review Application 223338979

http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=223338979&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
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Case history

03/03/2014 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 222053727

03/02/2014 Premises Licence - Licensee Transfer Application 222018515

03/12/2013 Premises Licence - Change of DPS 221930250

11/01/2013 Premises Licence - Change of DPS 1404881

11/01/2013 Premises Licence - Licensee Transfer Application 1404855

19/12/2012 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 1375601

11/08/2011 Premises Licence - Complaint 821046

11/03/2011 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 741107

29/10/2010 Premises Licence - Change of DPS 688621

29/10/2010 Premises Licence - Licensee Transfer Application 688596

22/01/2010 Premises Licence - Change of DPS 577931

22/01/2010 Premises Licence - Licensee Transfer Application 577824

21/12/2009 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 567069

10/12/2008 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 455555

27/11/2007 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 318683

05/12/2006 Premises Licence - Annual Payment 239099

22/07/2005 Premises Licence - Conversion Application 155412

 
Inspections due

Due on Type Assigned to

11/08/2015 Service Request Lavine Miller-Johnson

 
Inspections carried out

Date Type By Details

08/05/2015 Service Request Susana Figueiredo Carried out review at premise.
Spoke to employee Lee Dollin
who has worked at the bar for a
number of years.  There were no
issues at the premise other than

http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=222053727&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=222018515&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=221930250&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=1404881&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=1404855&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=1375601&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=821046&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=741107&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=688621&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=688596&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=577931&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=577824&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=567069&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=455555&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=318683&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=239099&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
http://nonstopgov.brent.gov.uk:8081/servlet/ep.appDet?ref=155412&auth=3505&acc=&st=NOHEADER&redirect=http%3A%2F%2Fnonstopgov.brent.gov.uk%3A8081%2Fservlet%2Fep.licDet%3Fst%3DNOHEADER%26ref%3D155412%26auth%3D3505%26format%3DPDF
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Inspections carried out

the fire exit signs that were
missing.  Lee was told that these
signs needed to be put in place. 
 
There was no smoking taking
place in the premise and there
was no strong smell of smoke.
The notice outside had been
taken down and EC replaced it
whilst I carried out the visit.
 
The premise does not have any
conditions due to it being a
conversion licence and therefore
there were no conditions to
check.  I checked the plans and
there had been no changes since
the application was originally
made.

17/08/2015 Other Esther Chan Police Update:
 
 
Crimint : QKRT00450882. Police
were called to an assault at The
Greene Public House, 362-364
Neasden Lane, NW10 0BT.
Police arrived on scene and
spoke to the victim who made an
allegation of assault, he stated
that he had been punched in the
face by the landlord of the pub.
The victim had a slight cut under
his right eye which was bleeding
and his clothing was torn. The
landlord of the pub was extremely
intoxicated and when asked if he
was serving he stated that it was
his day off.
The Landlord was arrested for
ABH and taken to Wembley
Police Station. Whilst in custody
he was very aggressive and kept
swearing at officers, he has then
taken his trousers and pants
down exposing his penis and
urinated all over the floor, he has
then squatted and tried to
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Inspections carried out

defecate on the floor before
rolling around in his own urine. He
was then further arrested for
Criminal Damage before being
carried to the cell.


